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Yuji Horii

Creator, Scenario Writer, and Designer of DQ2 
and many installations of Dragon Quest, even 
some spinoffs! 

Game Designer and Scenario Writer

Akira Toriyama

Character and Monster Designer for every 
installation of the Dragon Quest Franchise



Koichi Sugiyama

Composer, Conductor, and Orchestrator

Mostly known composing and direceting the 
music in DQ

Koichi Nakamura

President of chunsoft, director, and lead 
programmer of this game.

Worked on first 5 installations of the DQ series



DQ1: 4.99

DQ2: 6.49

DQ3: 12.49 Physical DQ Bundle: 49.99
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+ _____
   49.99 







100 years after the first game.

Hargon, seeks to ruin the peace of 
the world and attacks Moonbrooke.

A soldier manages to escape and 
informs the king of Midenhall of the 
tragedy.

Your father encourages you to take 
on this journey and defeat the evil!

Team up with your cousins who are 
also heirs of the great hero on this 
adventure towards light.

Clear dungeons, collect relics, 
weapons, keys, and sigils to make 
your way to the final boss.



Adds on and improves aspects of the 
original Dragon Quest game:

-Party Members so you aren’t lonely

-New spells to aid on exploration in 
the overworld and in battle

-New monsters to love and to hold
 (or beat to death)

-More than one save point

-You can teleport between towns

-A boat you can travel the high seas



Classic Turn Based RPG

Randomly encounter enemies 
through the overworld and dungeons

Lower monster HP and level up

Heal members at Inns and resurrect 
fallen comrades at Churches

Choose all your party moves first and 
who attacks first based on speed and 
sometimes luck

Luck is major component in this 
game due to RNG in programming
-encounter rates
-probability of spells taking effect
-metal slime loitering







Let’s talk UI





The Positives This remake made the game much better to look at, since more 
advanced technology.

It’s colorful. Added more monsters. Added friends. More spells 
to tinker with. It even has quicksaves, so heck yeah.

And it’s on the switch so it’s portable too, so you can ragequit 
whenever you want.



The Negatives The random encounter rate is too darn high

There is no handholding at all so you’re just in the dark for most 
of it, so a guide is likely needed

There aren’t any hints in the walls to where the exit is in some 
rooms

Those kamikazee monkeys...

The Path to Rhone is nonsense.



Compare
The hardest game in the series.

Remakes of the game were made easier due to 
the original’s buggy programming

Final Fantasy released the same year as DQ2 
because Square saw how well DQ1 did and 
allowed Hironobu Sakaguchi to make his RPG



Summary
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Bye.
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